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Agriculture

Much like other reviewers I read Susan George's book more than 20 years ago when I was an

undergraduate part-time arts student.Her basic premise can be summerised-food is grown for

profit,not to feed people.She details how the overpopulation myth is used by western governments

to create the impression that food shortages and famine are a result of having too many mouths to

feed,and insufficient agricultural resources to feed them.She goes on to explain how Agribusiness

operates:Local elites are financed by the likes of the World Bank,not to grow food to feed local

populations.Rather they are granted loans that will,in the opinion of the World Bank be repayable

and increase a country's GNP.Which, in economic terms indicates the Bank's correct loan

policy:loan repaid with interest,and GNP increased.Susan George,however,points out the negative

effects of placing the economic capacity to control agricultural produce in the hands of a few local

elites.The ramifications being a shift from producing food to feed people,whose ancestor's may have

worked their native land for thousands of years,providing food,clothing and housing for

themselves.These lands, in most cases have fertile soil and,in good times produce abundant

crops.However,when flood,drought,or crop failure for any reason occurs,the poor farmers have little

choice but to accept the offer of the local elites and sell their land to avoid starvation.They then have

little choice,but to relocate to the already overcrowded cities in an attempt to find work.And so,cities

have growing slums,poverty,crime,disease and all the other maladies overcrowding and poverty

creates.The elites of course do not utilize the land to increase food production,which could provide

food for the local population.Rather,the elite farmers will produce cash crops for,in most cases



export to western countries where good profits are made.In most cases the crops will not even be

staple foods which the locals could consume anyway.For example,pineapples grown and canned in

the Philippines take up a great deal of arable land, which could of course otherwise be used to feed

the local population.Another example would be Tea plantations in Sri Lanka,where the rich highland

soils could produce bumper crops.Then there is the massive wastage-billions of tons of food

dumped every day in food outlets around the globe.Yes,Susan George has effectively exploded the

myth that the world cannot produce enough food to feed its growing population.This reminds one of

a quote from Gandhi:"The World has enough for every man's need,but not enough for every man's

greed.

I would give this five stars, except that the book keeps falling apart while I read it!  did refund my

$$$.

An honest, moving, and challenging book on critical problems that deserve our understanding and

engagement.

must read

Good price good quality

Top 100 Books Of All Time - to have an INFORMED opinion of our world and the way it works, this

is required reading.Anyone who votes to the right or left needs to read this important work. As to it

being 'dated', the strategies and tactics described of how BigAg manipulates the world are still being

employed to enslave us all. Change the world with every bite. Do yourself a favour and read this

book.

This book is extremely well written... the only negative about it is that all the information is from the

1970s. George explains aspects of agribuisiness that every person should be aware of. everyone

should read this book. the info is solid, and very compelling. George explains that it takes 20 pounds

of grain to produce one pound of beef, she lays out the extreme economic and nutritional

inefficiency of the way we buy and eat food in developed countires.

I don't remember anything specific about the book, having read it nearly twenty years ago, but I



remember that I was especially taken by the poem at the book's beginning. No doubt the book's

information is dated, but it was well and passionately written.
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